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The can, Ithaca, New York_ 
PROVOST 
C·-HOICE DUE 
By Ken Holcombe ~;~~- ·-~-·· 
A final list of candidates for Ii" ·; ;:-~}{ t · ,· • :• -
,?;-'- '. _.,. •• 
the office of Provost has been fJ ·· F:~: 
given to President Ellis Phillips ~-f.AJ~.'.·.;:-
by the Ithaca College Provost ,~ ,~-. 
Search Committee. The 1~>-v;<;;. · 
~~:::-r~.- . 
President is expected to have ('t';f;;'( =--. . 
made his final choice known to . '"· · 
the Board of Trustees today. 1f';}?[t 
It is expected that the Board, · 
meeting in New York City, has · 
approved Phillip's choice for the 
position. 
Five Final Candidates 
The search committee came 
up with a final list of five 
candidates for the position last 
week, including two internal 
.candidates and three from other 
c o 11 e g e s and universities. 
Chairman of the committee 
Frank Eldridge; following 
discussion with the committee 
and the President, refused to 
indicate how many names were 
given to the Presi(lent as final 
cangidates, It is genera1ly - the 
practfce of'a search committee, 
however, to make ·a final 
recommenclation of three 
candidates. 
The two final candidates from 
within the College were Frank 
Darrow, presently Acting 
Provost; and Ted Baker, Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences. The 
three·- other finalists included 
Mark Barlow, Special Assistant 
to the President at Cornell; 
Phillip Secor, Dean of 
Muhlenberg College in 
Allentown, Pennsylvania; and 
George Roberts, Assistant Vice 
Chancellor at the University of 
California. 
Hearings Sparsely Attended .. 
The Provost Search 
Committee, which was formed 
last Spring, received 260 letters 
of application for- the- position 
from all parts of the country, in 
response to an advertisement 
placed in the Chronicle of 
Higher Education. That number 
was reduced to an active file of 
3 S by the . end of the Fall 
semes_ter. Three internal and 
CHAIRMAN 
FRANK ELDRIDGE 
•eight externai' candidates were 
interviewed by the committee 
this semester. 
The final five choices of the 
committee met with members of 
the college community in a . 
serie~ of open hearings last week:- -
Typically, the open hearings 
were attended by the same small 
group of students, faculty, and 
administrators which attend all 
such meetings. 
Following the open hearings 
some of those who attended 
them expressed disappointment 
that the committee members did 
not attempt - to garner input 
from them concerning the 
candidates who appeared at the 
hearings. Replying to· that 
charge, Committee Chairman -
Eldridge said. "We hoped we'd 
get input .witho~t _going out and 
hammering on people's doors. 
We did talk to a few." 
""For Our Constituency" 
Eldridge feels pleased with the 
job the committee did. "It's 
been a wonderful committee to 
work with. They've done a 
tremendous job" he said. 
According to Mr. Eldridge the 
committee was "constituted as a 
Continued on page 5 
Back TO-· Attica 
Despite the cease-fire on the field to the courtroom, with 
Vietnam battlefield, there are.·· oilds much the same against the 
still many similar battles being'' prisoners. 
waged -on the American front. 
·1 
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TOWER STUDEN-tS 
PUT THE BITE ON C.M.I. 
By Ward H Silve1. 
Last night was a "special" 
night at the Towers cafeteria. A 
relatively unsuccessful boycott at 
the dinner meal was followed by 
a much more provocative Food 
Service Committee Meeting 
which drew over 100 concerned 
students. This was the largest 
gathering among students and 
administrators over a particular 
grievance since the Quarry 
dormitory incident last spring .. 
Grievances Have Gone Unheeded 
The boycott-on returning 
trays-was encouraged by Tower 
students who felt the we·ekly 
Committe meeting between 
Catering Management 
Incorporated (CMI), its workers 
and students, had proved 
fruitless in attempting to respond 
to criticism leveled at CMI. Tom 
>~-";":.:.;;; 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT MEETIN_G 
Abraham, one of the student pad. But their displeasure was 
organizers, sought in an neverquelled. 
Photo by Walter Leidln!;J 
Workers Displeased 
interview with The Ithacan, to In addition, workers in the 
dispel the notion that he and Boycott Planned kitchen were less than pleased 
others like him, were not "a About four weeks ago, with the proposed action. Many 
bunch of chronic complainers." Abraham· and Chris Prew met of them are stud~nJs and they 
· He -ex-plained-how he-and- other -- .. ,with ,.-,various.-CML. and Ithaca. .. _ fl!Jt th~ ex;tr.a load would slow 
students, discontented with food College higher ups to discuss a them down and detract' from 
preparation (hence poor quality) rather outspoken comment the other work they had to do 
and the lack of conscientious former had made on one of the (although they would be paid 
management in the cafeteria, surveys. Tom had suggested that overtime in any case). One chef 
voiced their outrage in surveys action would be taken if some felt the action was misdirected 
and meetings conducted byCMI. changes weren't made and that the administration 
These grievances, he stated, had immediately. The two students should have been consulted first. 
gone unheeded for the most were told to attend the Other workers simply shrugged 
part. Committee meetings once again. it off-voicing complaints similar 
The surveys, sympathetic as When, as expected, the meetings to the students, it should be 
they were to CMl's freshman came to naught, the decision was noted--and continued tossing 
appearance on campus, cited a made to stage the boycott. salad or cutting pie. 
wide range of complaints: cold The most significant outcome 
food, fatty or uncooked meat, The plan called for students of the action, however, was the 
starchiness and lack of to leave their trays on their after dinner Food Service 
nutrition,dry salads and sundry tables after eating so as to slow Committee Meeting. While 
McDonaldian analogies. Some up tl!e reci~i_!_l_g_~tt~Jn through Towers Cafeteria Manager Dale 
·~mechanical" complaints the dishroom. As it turned out, Henry chaired and Dan Alfonso-
included foreign matter in the the student response was looked on embittered students 
food (from hair to cockroaches), indifferent, and the process nitpicked ~nd lashed· out at CMI. 
poo_r servicini of milk i:nachines, went, for the most part, After nearly every question, 
and the ab~ence of heatmg lamps undisturbed. Although most Henry politely replied that 
at the servmg counters. ~t_u~e_nts __ in_~erviewed were quick complaints should be brought to 
~t the meeting~, Abrah~m to point out faults 1n ·the -food him because "that's why I'm 
said, students received replies operation, no significant number here." He said he was "glad the 
such as "We're trying" while of them appeared to be leaflets (calling for the boycott) 
CMI Director Dan Alfonso often "militant" regarding tactics to w e n t o u t . I t got this 
appeared to make note of their be employed in rectifying the 
specific suggestions on his note conditions. 
motion. The basis of this motion 
was the relation of the jurors to 
the ·Attica facility and a 
Wyoming County poll showing 
that most of the prospective 
jurors believed that the 
defendants killed the guards 
despite the findings of the 
McKay_ Commission. Ma~_y 
supporters of the Attica 
Brothers were present at this 
proceeding to lend support to 
the prisoners .. The motion 
however, was denied. 
Continued on page 5 
Due to the lack of response by 
the state authorities, the 
conditions at Attica are almost 
as intolerable as they were in 
September of 1971. 
60 Attica prisoners have been To date, th!! Attica Brothers 
accused in 37 indictments of have been arraigned without the 
crimes related to the rebellion benefit of cc»unsel due to the use 
tha:t. occurred in September of· sealed·. indictments. During 
1971'.'While 32 prisoners and 11 these arraignments they were 
guards were slain as a result of denied the right of free speech in 
Police ·gunfire,: no charges were answering the indictments. In 
brought against police or guards, adainon; the Judge bas nail' one 
buf .tlie. ·60 ptfsone~ li.ave-·lieen - of the defendants removed on a 
indicted. . for _ char&es related to contempt charge. The next time 
the massacre. ·The battle of the prisoners !{ere to appeat·in 
At~~_,,·Jl!ls. _no~-- transferred its_ ,court was "for a C of ven~.:_ 
The conditions that prompted 
the Attica Rebellion- are still 
present, they show-the contempt 
of stat~ authorities for the lives 
of prisoners both under-
indictment and those still in 
prison for previous convictions. 
The 28 demands that were made 
by the prisoners in the 1971 
Many of these demands were 
concerned with basic human 
needs, such as food. The McKay 
Commission foun'Cl that the food 
at Attica was not nutritionally 
acceptable and the Department 
of Corrections promised to make 
amends. To this date, the 
nutritional conditions at Attica 
have not been improved as is 
evidenced by a daily fc,od budget 
of $.65 for each individual 
prisoner. Further demands 
encompassed education and 
rehabilitation ·programs as well 
as better medical care and 
uprising have ·for the most part 
heen i~nored· by the State 
Depart m e·n t of Correction 
Where as State Commissioner of 
Corrections Oswald has agreed 
to the demands, he has failed to 
carry out appropriate actions. 
revision of parole regulations. 
This Monday, the indicted 
Attica inmates will be in court 
with a motion to reduce the 
excessively high bail imposed on 
the defendants. The Attica 
Defense Committee has 
requested that supporters of the 
prisoners be present at this 
proceeding. Buses will be 
available for those who want to 
make the trip to Warsaw. There 
wm· be a nominal cost. for the 
transportation. Those interested 
in going to the courthouse 
should contact either the 
Prisone.r Defense Committee at 
277-0803 or Richard Knight 
either in the Union Lobby 
Educational Table or 272-9389. 
_, 
. ' ~ ~ "/._· .. -_ : ,-,.: 
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WORKSHOf:_:·PLANNE.D 
By Ken Holcombe ':· -sources one ~ember of. the 
The I.C. Student Congress ·. Congress Executive Board pl,ans: 
met in special session Tuesday ·: to resign in the near future ... · 
night to prepare for a <:;ongress .': '. · The Sunday workshop···wm · 
Workshop to be held Sunday. .· ;t:,egin at · l 0:00 a.m. at ·the· 
The workshop, which has . '.· -Women's Community Center at 
been · in the planning stages for : · · .100 West Seneca Street in 
several months, will be held in · : downtown Ithaca:· According to 
or d er t .o _give Cong r·e s s · ·.' · ,Congress Chairman Eliot Golub-
representatives a chance to get ·, -'.afi students and other interested 
to know one another informally '!: .members or' the college are 
and discuss ways to infuse ·new .·. \.velcome t~ attend. 
life into a l~slative bod}'. which ·: .' Exercises With Robert . 
~~s been ~a~~~l~, descnbed ~s ·, · The meeting will include use 
.. meff~ctiv~. , P~:,Verl~ss ' ·. ·of short exercises with Robert's 
meaningless , and a . Micky_ ; •. :Rules of Order-Revised and open 
Mouse club". ,'':.discussion on the problems 
lfeated Debate , · confronting the body. Members 
co·ordiliator of Student :, willbreakintogroupsofeightto: 
Activities Davi,Sl Knowlton spoke · ·ten to discuss areas of difficulty 
to tlie assembled representatives · .including academic policy, 
Tuesday night. about the:· ;g°ove·r.nance, budget. 
legislative ~o~y and its· 'grievances,and new ideas. . 
relationship to students and the ... · Following group meetings 
·school. His remarks sparked a . lunch will be :.erved, provided by 
sometimes heated debate :._:c.M.I. Futher group meetings 
concerning Congress 'and its .' · ·wm follow lunch. At the end of 
functions. Some· representatives · . the workshop the full Congress 
expressed disillusionment" while will meet in special session 
others, including Student Body following the lines of a regular 
President Greg Davis, maintaine.d · meeting. with the inclusion of 
that "things ar·e going -reports from the individual 
smoothly." According to reliable groups. 
Hav.ens on 
Winter Weeke·hd 
-
F:REEl)OM 
Richie Havens 
-· 
By To~ Tbre~eld... this energy,. ~'iii, ··u.ril~~s . you .tum. off the 
'.1t don't come. easY.. W~ch. is no doubt just as Kn?_w~~4g~, fr~m. your life. (by. ?easi_ilg your 
well. l went to Ne,w York (;ity th,\S past weekend .. m~~1t/ibO~ __ upon_ ,1t)~ _.,the :tlow_:.~ill tak~-. you 
specific ah . to receive. the: ~nowledge from \Jherever ~t. ~ .r,~u -"."~~ .to, _g~: ~t ~ thr e~e~ of 
Mahatma Rajeshwar, a disciple of Satguru Maharaj life'.-~!' ~-ersY,. ot_ Go~,. whi~h ~ _a ways,. ~n 
Ji ·it was the ·only purpose of my.trip. And that is a~cep~ed .as J>e~ect:_ ·. · .. ' .. ~- . ·-· .. ~. ., _all . 
where .I went wrong. ' . ' . ~o br ~cei~n~ _the l~norledge~ _one lS ac~u y 
, When one. goes to receive. the~nowlege, one b-e~. &l':~n _F.~e. ~t of life.,<?p.e_ is, en effe,t,.~bom 
. , should have nQ. expectations of .receiving it• for ~g~; this tim~, hct.vever, ~o .a .. Uf~ ev~rl~tl~ .• not 
one will receive it when. it is time to. All one can Just ,1P. ~ maten~I wor14. This 1S q.~te a s~_nous,step 
do· is be ready. I · had gone to the city fully .. upwar~s it .·seems. t~ _m·e: It. beca,me_ obvious ~~ the 
expecting to get the Knowlege, and com~ back to . mahat~:t t~lked on Saturday tha~ I was not ~~ady, 
relate my experience to the people here, m church . that ~ d_1~n t comprehen~ the senousness ofJt, At 
and in this· article. Of CQurse, I didn't get it. t?e ~1me, well; at somf? times Sa~r.4~Y, I th?~~ 
. Obviously I wasn't ready, for my attitude was all was ready, and at ·others I d1dp t, Now given 
hindsight, l realize I wasn't._ " · wrong. 
Perhaps as a result of my experiences Saturday I 
ft is very serious committment orie makes to. am now. ready, but I 4on't re;rlly think so. The 
accept this experience. It is not something just Jo · · Knowledge will be given to ~e when I ~m ready, 
be ,had and stored alongside all the other matenal. and it is for that time, I am· attempting to P,~epare 
memorablia of life. It is, if it is indeed the Truth, myself. :Not' for a particular day when the 
life itself. ft is impossible to· know of course for_ · Knowledge is being "doled out", but for the day, 
sure until one actually 'possesses'it. I am in no wheneyer it is,. that I am to r_eceive it. I trust my 
position to assess the truth-value of it- not having Lotd, our ·Lord·, to guid~ m·e, just as I always have 
actually b-een the recipient of the Knowleged · and will. If 'this is the Knowledge of Him, He will 
experi.ence. But the Knowledge, as related to -me let me kn6w, an!l if.it isn't, He will.lead me back. 
and from me to you, is one's assureance of life Thei:e seems much: very much, to'gain anci .nothing 
evedasting. It is the only permanent thing in the to be lost. 
universe for it is the universe's essence. Everything Until. I receive this Knowledge, I will continue 
else.' your hotly. the world, will someday to write about it. Afterwardf, I may or may not He 
disappear. But this quintessential energy the able to stop. 
energy of c;od. cannot disapp_ear for lt is the only (Editor's Note: This assessment was done-rt>r 
'true reality'. it is the universe. Receiving the our February 22 issue. The past week's events 
Knowkd!!l' din•,·tlv ,·nn~l·l'f~ Y<?ll to the !low of follow) 
SEEING THE. LIGHT 
THE K:'>IOWLEDGE 
By Tom Threlkeld 
had workc•d \iul a pnkl"l 
beginning to this article-. c·wn 
hl'l"tire I rel'ehc•d lhc• Kn.mvkdgc'. 
It \\c'nl ~nnic·th111g like• thi,: 
On h:hruar) 14 I 111ct 111y 
lord and lk i~ (inl Ilic' .. \11ll 
you. :\nd \\'e arc• all in _lli111. 
Then I \\'a~ In pn,·.:ec•1l ·10 rc·wl 
in Llll'·l!lon· and· Lile' hc•'alll\' of 
the• ·e,p:·rie;ll'c' which I rc'l'c:i,·c·d 
from ·\lahatma, -Ra-je~\\'ar in 
I· a y c' t Le'\ ilk ,>11 Fd,ru:1ry l :'i. 
l'nfortunalc'I). ii has not hc'c'll 
all Lhat fanla~tkally glorious. 
Yes. I ~.1,\· I ighl. I ol~ of Light. 
II c·a 111e in geonll't rk patterns. 
~hi111111ering ,Wa\'c's. hrighl 
hl111ding donuts and holl, ,if 
many colored lightning. Yc·s. I 
heanl Musk. hut it was ll<ll' the· 
hcauliful "celestial harmony" I 
seem Lo hav~·rcxpecled. 
\ont!t·heless. it· wa.s ·th<.: 
that his majestic' power Wt)U(t: he 
o,·c·n\·helming. Meditation on 
the Knmvkdge has heen scary at 
times. it is true. hut the n.:wn.:ss. 
the· 111erc' novel!\' r>f such an in 
ward pr:1ctk~ . .:ould well 
account for fright. IL simply .has 
Jllll hc·en overwhelming in scope 
and lwauly as I would tksir.: my 
l.ortl to he. 
· In order.· lo :-r<}c,:ive. the 
k nowl'c·tlge .. on.e pledges. to 
~~hmil one's mind: entrust it to 
the· l.ord. who will. in His 
l'c·rfrc·tion. give peace of mind. 
give pc•rfecl anti practical 
knowledge on living in the 
wor.ltl. By placing faith in God's 
ltive. one is placed on the path 
Lo perfrl'lion. But this path is 
not perfel'tly smooth .. it is 
becoming quite apparent. It 
requires a great l!ffort on one·s 
o\vn part. 
vihrntions o.f a uniqm: sound .· lJ pon receiv·i·ng )he 
form .. I also heard the Word,_ hul Knowledge, there are ·four items 
Knowled.ge is very hard. Perhaps 
this is only temporary. As much 
as I pray to th§ Lord to help me 
accept Him, help me love Him, 
help' me open up to His universe 
of love. it is very difficult to 
accept this concept of God on 
earth, an Indian youth named 
Maharaj Ji. If He is, Go4 
in cai'n'ate· .. all-powerful ·:and in 
.:omplete control of 'Iifcv,why 
. should .t-~re·.be,.any,·pr'oblem? 
He f~ay· very well bring' :peace 
and love to ·this planet, -but why 
are we so uncontrollable? Why 
were we seemingly left in 
control of our destiny, only to 
be brought to such a precipice 
where He, in a human form, 
w o u Id be compelled· :and 
required to save us? Perhaps He 
was playing with us. ·That 'may 
very well be the case. But why 
was this necessary? If He had 
only, through '.°"'His · power and · 
grace. kept us in· the faith;, no 
problem would e~ist:: · ·'··· .: .. ' 
. . . . . : . : ~ ·. I .idmit that its utter simplicity needed to fertiliz~ the implanted 
still leaves me. wontler.ing how seed in ·order to make it grow ··That· is the oasis· of the 
such an elementary thing could into· perfec·tion. One is trou,ble. "The new' questions, 
he the awesome· Holy Name of meditatibn Upon the Knowledge which have come u·p: 'after 
the Lord. In the. same way, the to be performed twice daily- for receiving the Knowledge, are 
complete subtlety of ·the Nectar an hour each time. This conqects · even more tormenfous'-than 
makes me wonder if my min<l is one to the source, and is a show those before. The difficuity of 
not playing tricks Oil me; making . of love for your Lord. A second SU b mission, transniissi_on; ,;and 
a Holy mountain ·where there is . · · is ,11ttendance at Satsatig ("the the practice of devotion 1' are 
·none.· . company of 1'.ruth'), which will equally hard. What will keep me 
T~!!r~_in :.U,e~ -~~~--P~<>E~em. -end·'doubts· and ·occupy- -your going?·' Faith,'"and"theg'teat 
· Have I received, 'truly rece1v.ed, mind so there is no room for any ~m~n desire for universal peace. 
. the gr_~atest._gift 3:,JJll!~ ~p get? doubt. Then· there is:;s~ic~,: · ~a,!~,. Otherwise , I w~d 
·, . : lt ts. ~~-·-grea.t.J)opf? 't.ha~J ~ve. which -~,in ev~ryt_~!ig'.rt?~)lfi :: ~ot, l?~J;Qing justice to myself 
his first numb~r on Havens kept ·: lt )S. qmt!! a:st~ggl_e _t9 .develop for ope-can se~e·. at Jill times f;y· ·much)~~ the_Lord. ~.\ ·,. Yehuda Michel Ben-Tzvi 
th~ crowd .captiveiy attentive t,o : pra.pei-. i()~e ·'.f:o_t~:{li_is_,neWly inanifest'll_tion of'the Holy Truth · ·,.:. · '{- _ . . ,, 
Winter Weekend came to his music and iyi:ic~ .. receivei:l,--:Knpwledg.~ .. ~Tlie ease _·or.J?eif~ctiori in all 9ile_do~ .... This is n"ot-.inte·n'd~dito 
Ithaca College two months late Interspersing conversation : and siritpqtj~:of 'tlie. e~periertce.. l:,as~y, 'tliere is Darsh~n •. ·Wh!¢h . ~ .~ade anyone .from ·ente~g 
this past weekend. Despjte. the . between his . numl;lers, Richie ·is perhaps . its· own'• gr~test -:n,.eans arinually. ,.being, ·in.! the ·, i-n.~Q • tae Knowleilge.:,..'.:~he 
loss of se.veral ·thousand . dollars ·. alluded to m·any ·of the probleqis : : ene~Y·: . J~C?W : ~"":.~ t::P~nvtpce .. 'pby~cal presence. 'of the 'Peifect" . int~ntl.on· · .'is ~er'e1y :-t~_)pieient 
and the late scheduling, S.A.B. still facing our generation. Whife . : myself tfiat tlJ.is..s~ar}s occu'rr«mce . Master of .our time, Satguru the truth about~the. Knowlepge 
·and the Winter Weekend . he referred ~to.the peace in ::iSthe.expe'rlehctfotourGoit?It ; 'Maba~j Ji: '.fhisisc~rtainly·not, as I am ·experienctng·it:'.~ore 
Committee came up .with a · Vietnam; he teminded us that ::would 'se~~ _·that wh~n ! ~~:to : -~Y-<.·:.·; _·.-~ .> ._ ... -:.--\-·-~->·~·· · inf~~tion:C!>_,!lc,en_tillg;5!~raj 
superb concert in the person of .-there are still wars plaguing :Us , -fmd 'God, ,or-God "n1e,:fhat 'there '. . _ · Bard'Questions to A;_~er ··~. · · ~i -~ the ,Kno~ledge can 'rbe 
ij.ichie Havens. Many doubted within this country. , · would be no room for doubt, Personally,. transluting the -o~~ed · ~y calling.,.;273-84 S·. 
Havens• dtawing power-.in that .··.· .. ,.·.·.· ... _--.~:• .... :;-;:,.n,~-.:,·: -, . :,:.~_.·,·:-::: , •·,c: ..... : . ..:·'· :·· · 
he ~a~'._app_e~red i~·tnedth~e:a . Thepinnacleofexcitement:at ..... 1 .... ,·,·. •• . _, .. _. .- ·:,··: •. ,- •• ..,_-.· •> 
area .three-times:in the~pastiout · .. the concert wa:; .when Have!lS -. asking· if. they .. w.ailted Hayens ·· :_ Give•;_ ref~riing to freedani. · .. .-.· ·~::-_;. • , 
years. O_ther.; .felt th.at.1u~ ·would . . proceeded to start: .his ·song :- ba<?k,, The .. crowd- ;Jc~nowle4ged · ThJ' tone. of Richie:tiavens' f:: ~~: .. 
"rap" more' th~ he .wouid play.: :"Freedom".; T~. was to be tJie ·: and: Havens reappeare&·:9n>the . '. music inay have chan8ed over ;;: 0 ~·-;<·>- - :, 
Tllese .suspicions,'prov~.d. 'to ·be···. -last n1:1mber of the concert, and ~: stage_ and pr_o~eded· to conti~ue · ._ the years, ·but· the 'message has ~ · ' 
invalid: ·-·. >. ·., : · -:- : , the crowd -rose· 'to its- feet. <his ienditiorf·of·. "Freed~"- not.· 8eti~'ving iri musie\with ·a. . 
. . · · .. : ·.: ... ,·, · .. -. , ·. · .. rhythmically ·swaying an4 ::After.apJ>rOximately ten min~tes ': r;ri~ge·,: Havens ·cdmiriunicated°' ·.,,: :~ ··,. _ .· 
. , Precede~ b:y S~ .Bro_\\?): { . ·. clapping t~~e m~~ As Havel!S .·; Haveni!,~ga).n;::<fe~rted followed .. :, his,plea '.for-humanity:ifi_ th~ bes't .. "-, · ~ ·· · ,;:.,_...~, 
mellow Jolk~rock: tnq;,.~av.ens·- · "t.eft the stage~· the ba4to_p. ·: by ~o_i,nsirµmintll,llsts' n~ti to· ·: way. ·he.Jcnows;fus :songs .. Not' :·. · I·. ·: .. ·~-- '. 
app~'an:ct:::on;;-siage.' i.ec~iuif:i'",: . ~usici_~n~, ,..guiHr).~t Wall:~'r : .. , t h-e. ;·~ 'Q'pj_ Five minutes after ' onty· 'did Jie electrify the ctowd . ·.· I ·,·~--':':': ..."':;T.,l.iiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;t): 
clamor·'of.:'a_ppiause~.'.".ti.iltittg a .·.Williams;·.-p~rcUssi(!Dist E~ :.·.t)l.emuslcial)S~closingtheeibwd :-bufhema¥1iavestarted.:·sofiie'of·'·.,:. ~·,··':"' ,--'"~'"4.;" ·., 
.:.: while to··~fune-·up:-:H~v.e~~ ..... ~tim~~ ~~- ~~J <~.~~~~) ~=.iv~..SP,!·!,,'~~ .. !Wfitek,~.:~lis ·: t_,he ~~~J~mk~~!!'?J!t,tbejr, ... .,.:. : '. "<,'•ii!><'..,...· ............. ,,. 
. · :.cominURicated·1 his':·i,1easure·m:'~.-workett the•crowimtoa·f~eney. ·.ca~~·.oaclc and just said:-one ,··-·rotes:,.m:. lite ·anddheir ·fe1fovi· · -., 
.. appearingin.lthacaagain.From :.with their instrumental ending···more thing:· "You·.Got It to· huOUinbeings,' .... · .. ,_._ -·.· ·;-·· .... - .. , ... _. 
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By Tom Threlkeld 
Ithaca College -can certainly be considered a 
modern college. Its continual striving towards 'this 
quality manifests itself both physically, ·as well as 
intellectually. The many novel buildings, such as 
th_e Towers, Ford Music Hall and·the Performing 
Arts Building, and even the entire· physical plant 
reflect this effort. Such contemporary .courses as 
chess, the GIPPE program., and the extensive 
developmen-is in the areas of music and 
communications are rare and modern birds in the 
collegiate avairy. There is a nifty grading system 
that changes in accordance with the perceived 
desires of the student body. And then of course 
there is the renovation. 
·A More Permanent Visage 
It is indicative of the impermanence of our 
society that after a mere twelve years of use, there 
has been a large scale revamping of major parts of 
the Union and Tower complexes. Why wasn't the 
original development designed so as not to ·become 
·obsolete, or lose its modernity or usefulness after 
a short dozen years? Will the passage of iinother 
twelve require a similar overhaul? It cost nearly 
$410,000 this time. Imagine the cost in th~ 
mid-80's. 
True, it is quite a difficult task to know what 
will stand up to the powerful flow of the river of 
time. But therein lies the fallacy of modernity. To 
keep one's finger on its pulse, requires not only 
great perception, but patience, as well as. 
naturally, a supply of money. A more permanent 
visage is needed for, even if the funds are available. 
one necessarily wonders if those funds couldn't be 
used in better ways, such as financial aid. 
"thiforfonately;· such a 'simple' solution as 
renQvatio;n· could not remedy the vanom 
oversights: inheren·t in the structuring of quad 
dorms. One of the peculiar goals of our society lies 
in the simplicity and equality of symmetry. This is 
acheived very well in the quads, for the· 
· arrangement of the wings, the floors, the halls, 
even the rooms are quite symmetric. Each wing 
· ,~onsists of two halls, five rooms each, split apart 
by a peninsula containing the·bathroom, laundry 
room and stairs. This acts as a barrier between 
· each five-room group, as interaction becomes 
·severely limited, for the focal point of inter-hall 
mixing becomes the bathroom. This allows for 
precious few moments of contact as members of 
opposite halls only meet when taking care of their 
bodies. Unless one goes 'out of his way', one may 
only see each person from 'the other side' for 
maybe five minutes a week. It is ;well into a 
semester until names are know~, which 1s 
unfortunate. The wing is where interaction is 
greatest in a college situation and it has been 
regrettably 'halved'. 
Cornell Dorms Enhance Contact 
Other colleges normally have just one hall with 
the bathroom at one end. The convenience factor 
is cited in connection with the facilities in the 
quad dorms. But is the convenience that 
important? It seems unlikely. One need only look 
on top of the east hill of Ithaca to find such an 
arrangement. Cornell's University Halls in fact 
have not only ten rooms emptying into the one 
hall, they have two (perpendicular) halls leading to 
the same bathroom at the vertex, allowing for 
.intermingling tor up the forty students. in the 
same place only a maximum of twenty can here. 
In some instances thi~ can be quite lower. One 
first-floor wing in a quad dorm has only fourteen 
people in it. It may have its advantages m the 
respect of silence. hut the opportunity for getting 
to know more. and d1vcrsc people 1s hemg passed 
by. 
The roo1us themselvc~ are of course modern. 
Bui they show definite lack of imagination. The 
term 'boxed-in' COlllL'S too 0ften into play. They 
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are nice enough. if you like austere cubes. It 1s 
hard to get .i'way from the convenience. 
standardization, and symmetry of these neat boxes 
when constructing dormitories but it has been 
done. Some colleges employ L-shaped roC'ms. 
which interlock forming the desired square or 
rectangle every two rooms. Others attempt to 
acheive a twu-rooms-in-one affect by connecting 
two rectangles together m various ways. such as 
perpendiculars or side-to-side. Conformity will 
always be the case in the dormitory situation, but 
imagination can- help relieve the confined feeling 
of 'little boxes'. 
Proposes IC Communications and Music Changes 
Since college is supposed to prepare the student 
for the present and future world, modernity has 
obvious value in keeping the undergrad up with 
the times (as opposed to providing a four-year 
state of limbo). Keeping the educational 
equipment and facilities up-to-date is desirable, if 
not absolutely necessary. If the Division of 
Communications were to change its television 
facilities from black and white to color, funds of 
over $400,000 would have to be raised (though 
donations for the budget does not cover such a 
change). If possible, this change needs to be made, 
for television is very much a color medium today 
and maJors should be prepared for the industry 
they are to enter. Similarly, in the School of 
Music, if a Moog synthesizer 1s needed to keep up 
with the field of electronic music, the effort 
should be made to acquire the instrument. 
Modernity in facilities for education, leaving the 
process itself alone, 1s necessary for preparation of 
the student. 
In the structures, though, permanence should be 
sought. It is nearly impossible to tell what will be 
fresh in each new era, to be sure. Renovation may 
save parts of a campus, but dorms, alas, must 
remain the same. This is indeed caveat for future, 
since the past will not be undone. 
TlIE TEACHER'S PLIGHT 
THE SAD PLIGHT OF 
TEACHERS, Or ... "Is 
Teaching Really the. Only Place 
to Be" · 
·· ·Time changes, but how long 
will it take for · wide spread 
changes in the American 
Educational Complex? Many 
people are calling for change, 
and many suggesting ways to 
bring it about. To mention just a 
few of the many books now in 
print: 
THE WAY IT SPOZED TO 
BE 
DEATH AT AN EARLY AGE 
FREE SCHOOLS 
SUMMERHILL 
CRISIS IN THE 
CLASSROOM 
36CHILDREN 
THE STUDENT AS NIGGER 
COMING OF AGE IN 
AMERICA 
It is very vogue to be into this 
whole matter of re-evaluating 
the educational system and its' 
effects on children. Criticism · is 
needed, and so is change. 
"Free" and "Alternative" and 
"Ex peri mental" schools are 
appearing and disappearing, 
surviving and being murdered. 
starting and stopping, working 
and failing. BUSY, BUSY. 
BUSY! Everyone trying to figure 
out what's best for those young 
impressionable minds. P.arents. 
teachers, and others (if there are 
any) are trying to decide what 
they want to do with: their 
children to bring about the 
desired physical and mental 
maturity. 
In schools, colleges, books, 
and classes one hears much· talk 
of the faults of American 
education, that it needs . to be 
changed. Often it is only 
professors in departments of 
education who voice· .:their 
opinions, other professors' often 
not too concerned with. ,such 
matters as self-evaluation. and 
student opinion, even when they 
say they are. · · 
But here is the plight of 
teachers and "teache'rs. of 
teachers". They teach and ·talk 
about alternative .:way:S· of 
•-\ablt-s ~·· 
-"..',:ta(, 1159 OOYDEN RD. . ~, 
'\DY 3 MILE~FROM™ECORNELL_CAMPUS ·. r,. 
~--··&.t/:~ 
. .;;a,,ild.wi/A 0. Cr(Jp:. 
· areen.solod ond/Jof 
lrearl.s Only J3.~f 
. · BtoodvAfarys ALJrAYcS 601· .. 
Miller;"Mo/tSon Ille, Port er on ll!p. 
- -·;_:~·. - : - . . . . ' ' . 
: FRl ~ SAT. ..:.. ic sown 1JRlAN AND WALT·-
. : ... 
. - ·, ... -
cdu,·at1on. Th.:n tht:se ~tudenh 
go out as student teachers 11110 
traditional ~chools where some 
might try to use some 
unaginaiton or new techniques. 
But these student teachers often 
get smothered. disillusioned, or 
give up trying lo change the 
schools alone. Perhaps it cannot 
be done alone, even if our 
student teacher believes "that 
one man can make a difference 
and that every man should try." 
So, we keep on heanng about 
the need for change as we sit in 
classes at college. Whether or not 
one agrees with all the criticisms 
of education presented, we often 
remain part of the educational 
system we dislike. Some of us 
even ask for more by going on to 
graduate school, coming out, 
and complaining even more 
about that. 
I observed this rather ironic 
situation. Some professors were 
lecturing on the origins of some 
of the trends in education, 
starting with Greed philosophy. 
The unfortunate emphasis on 
299 CASES 
COLD BEER 
. GIOCRIIS. KEGS 
PADY SQHLYS • ICE 
u•tEDCIGAR 
122 N. Aur.ora 
Open Daily 111110 
UNIVERSITY 
DEUCATESSEN 
COLLEGE AVE . 
OPEN· 
24.'HOURS 
. DAILY 
control, order, recitation, 
lectures, etc. was vividly 
Jescribed. Around me were 
a bout I 50 students who had 
either chosen or been required· 
to be there (~he difference 
becomes hazy). They were being 
lectured to: they were taking 
notes; some were falling asleep; 
some, were hungry,, and most 
Contin.u_~d on page 5 
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(LOW RATES) 
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Ithaca College, like any other coilegiate residential community, has 
rising costs. For the most part, these costs paid by students are 
defined (e.g. tuition, room, board and linen fees). However, there is 
another category on each semester's bill, known as the General Fee. 
It is not a defined cost. Ithaca College students pay$130 every 
semester to this anomalous fund. But what they get for their money 
is relatively unknown. 
Logically one would expect that the Administration has full 
accounting of how this money is spent. This is not. the case. 
Repeately the financial officers of the college have told us that a 
detailed report is impossible to compile because of the diverse uses 
the money is put to. The question then remains, what do we get for 
this money? 
A small part of this General Fee is visible in its usage. Student 
Congress is allotted $80,000 a year for student organizations and 
activities. This averages out to approximately $20 a student, leaving 
S 110 unaccounted for. Another segment of this fee goes to library 
operations and acquisitions. However, other uses for monies from 
the General Fee ca1_1 only be speculated. 
To some, this partial accounting would be satisfactory, but we 
believe it should be considered more thoroughly. The Student 
Activities Board, the organization primarily responsible for student 
programming, receives the second largest budget from Student 
Congress. It would seem that budgets such as these are meant to be 
spent on the students, providing us with enterta111ing. 111foT111ative 
and easily accesible programs. Yet th: uiaJonty of programs otfored 
to the student by this group have a fee attached. For exampk. 
Winter Weekend, which is sponsored by S.A.B. also have an 
admission charge attached to them. Can we then, in fact, say this 
miniscule part of our General Fee is spent on students? 
From what can be seen of the General Fee, certain conclusions 
can be drawn. 'Due to the can be considered an investment or for 
promotional purposes. The college uses student monies to back a 
;irogram or eve_nt and then charges them to participate, creating an 
additional source of revenue. In otherwords: students who avail 
themselves of: these activities pay double. The use of General Fee 
monies for library purposes does not justify the rest of the fee. How 
many times have students found the library resources inadequte for 
their needs? · 
The usage of monies obtained through the General Fee is only 
partially visible. Students continually compalin about the lack of 
activities. Perhaps a reordering of expenditures from the General Fee 
is the solution. Because the Administration refurses to disclose or 
account for the General Fee monies we have to take the initiative to 
find out. Several years ago, the student body president borrowed the 
financial files to find out where the money went. This is not viable 
now. The logical voice of the student body in this matter is Student 
Government. Perhaps a coordinated effort to have parents refuse to 
remit the General Fee money until there is a formal and detailed 
accounting of the funds is in order. It is hoped that Student 
Government will fulfill thi!! duty, by whatever menas they chose. If 
tlus issue remains submerged as in th,e •past, student activities at 
Ithaca College will decline to the point of a ·commuting school rather 
than a residential colle e eommunit . ,_ 
It 1s hoped that a two way 
commun1cJl1on will take place 
bt'lwec·n JI! participants 
Winter Weekend Committei:: 
So .. 11 you arc looking lor 
,omc· 1ntclkc·tu;il ,11mula1ion 
wl11k you l'al. hnng your lunch 
11110 lhc· lkMott.: Room ,1t 1.00 
l'.1\1. on lh,· lollow11111 day,: 
meeting Wednesday evening and 
lhc fact that I'm sick of my kids 
complaining about the food 
here.I've come forward to air 
,omc or my complaints and ask 
Io r some views on the food 
service from others. At 
Wednc~day mght 's food service 
mcet1ng Towers C:MI manager 
Dale· llcnry ~lated that very few 
of the people that 
co111pla1n come lo him with their 
co111pla111ts and that he"d lik'! to 
hea1 thcm. I.myself c.an 
undc·r,tand that at the time it 
might ht: 1mpo,~ible to seek him 
out 10 air your ~omplaints for 
d I I I e rent rl'asons: hence. this 
column 1s coming mto existence. 
II 1, my idea that you might 
c·omc· forth with opinions 01_1 the 
food ,crvic.:. if you knew that 
lho:y would be made public and 
at !t:ast read by someone. 
Although this started in the 
Towers l"m sure the other 
managers would ·a'iso' b·e· 
111t.:restcd in hearing comments 
on thc•ir dining halls. 
the week. Comments can range 
from h~ting brown lettuce leave_s 
in your salad, having had a piece 
of steak that was more gristle 
than meat, finding an inedible 
object in your food, to having 
enjoyed a particular meal from 
start to finish. Each comment 
should note the particular meal, 
whether anything was said to the 
manager, what you think should 
be done about it (if it is a 
criticism) and your name and 
college address, in case you are 
the week's winner. All 
comments will also be turned 
into CMI as they are submitted, 
with the hope that something 
will come from them. CMI will 
be given space for any comments 
they might have. 
We would hke lo take this 
opportunity to thank everyone 
who was connected with Winti:r 
Weekend. 
TO THE EDITOR: 
Th.: Dean', oft1c·c• nf lhc· 
School of Hum.1n1l1t·, and 
Sck.11<.:cs is ~ponsonng J ,enc, of 
informa
0
I ,cminar, hctwc·c·n 
faculty and ,tudcnh. lhc·,,· 
d1scu"1on, will enahk lacult~ 
and ,tuuenh to c:--pl.1111 to olhc•1, 
why lhcy have clw,,·11 lhl'1r 
spec1!1<.: field, ol c·onc·c·1111.1l1on. 
\1nnda::,. 1-c·hnwr~ 2<, 1)1. 
C'hc'slc'I (;,I1,isk:1 lkpl ol 
~oc1olo11y.' \nlhnipoingy 
Without the help and pat1enc·c 
that many of you gave to us. we 
would never have been able to 
see this weekend through to the 
end. 
We hope to be able to work 
\lond,1) \L11ch :- Dr. l.m1I'; 
lkl,111nc') lkpl. ,,r B1nlo!_.!y 
\_londa) \pill 2 D1. David 
\lc-J...,·11h lkpl ,,1 llhi<ll::,. 
TO l HE EDITOR. 
.\ flc'r .1 \'Ci~ v111,irou, ('J\11 
Christmas· ,. 
in Hanoi, 1972 
' 
The Bach Mai Hospital 
was Destroyed 
•• ,n calcula1ed a11gn 1l1r Prrrnlr111 i,11/ra,l1hl 1hr- 11111,r mu"" r 
bomb,n1 of North V1rl Nam of 1/,r 1.Jmle /1111g ,,or ' 
-Time M:'tptin1,,· J.inuJry I, 197' 
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Tolally dcslro,cd D:xton. nuno ind pahcnl• l:1Ucd Bombed 1hrrt 1,mc, by 
A.mcnc.an B-521 Confirmed by 1hc-Swcd1t.h Emh:auy. by frcn..h 1,,l'lrtts.pond 
m11... .and by oar own Ret Bt1r.llJrc, Gcner-;i.l Tcl(onJ Ta)'kw 
S.ld Gmcral Tayb 1n tm eycwilneu re'~ • 
·Early Olis n10111tflC CfnJJ'ya:1ht I.up jl.acb M.11 ho.pal.II-. .. , dt..iroycd 
Tbc ho&pstal sn,und, .-ere cnrn "hy hucc,frf'h cr.11c-,, ;ind tht t>u1khnp 1~1 · 
cac:aped d,rtt1 b1t1 ..:-re t.h.anered t,y 1K:<, N:i,1 
.. V...-..1 a few houn l11er, 1he hnt.pi1.ii rCT11.11n, •en- .1 1c,r,hk .._,:nc. •11h 
rncuc WORal can,1n~ p;aocnh rwmh.>d, u.inc:, .nd t'oullJ.11tn :ilkl pc,.,s,k 
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l"m interested in both positive 
and negative comments and as 
an incentive. by next week it is 
my hope to have a sponsor (a 
not a hie I c~tdurant) for this 
column which will offer a free 
meal for the best comment of 
There's no mason to be 
suffering silently from 
malnl.itrition,.because Mom has a 
. SY!l)P<1tbetic e~r. and is ready to 
!is ten,' and after - the Tower's 
meeting. CMJ. also seems 
interested in hearing. So address 
your comments to MOM, c/o 
The Ithacan, Basement West 
Tower, Ithaca College, or just 
drop .them off at the office. 
Deadline for the week is Noon 
Monday. 
MOM 
the ithacan 
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·: convincing:;' Hii tsai<i.-'.everything 
.: would :,start.·.'fioii;r:,:.<,l)ay,·.one" 
Continued from p<yie 3 "".ay ~ but being a teacher is· I ask myself if I should diffetent. To be a teacher in this become a teacher. Might I not be 
~ -
· (Thursday' ·m0Ih1ng}:' Everything 
"out of whack", as he put it, 
would be "put back into 
perspective". His uncertainty 
concerning the "totality" of 
CMI's problems was evoked, but 
he made one pledge: "I'm not 
going to apologize to you 
anymore ... If I can't deal with 
it, then they'll have to get 
someone who can." 
probably wanted to be 
elsewhere. They, were given 
instructions .and controlled 
nicely. The-point 'is not ~hether 
or not what was ,.being .said , was 
valuable, although .I, and 
certainly the professors, thought. 
it was. The point was that the 
stud~nts · weren't'. getting the 
message to a . large clegree, ancl 
that the professors were ~ng 
the traditional methods- of 
teaching to criticize th-e 
traditional methods. of teaching. 
Here is the irony. 
sy,st~ni requires service, sacrifice doing more haon than good? I'm BITTEN 
and dedica_tion, and. often not criticizing and wondering how to 
being.a person. effect change. I'm in the' sad Continued from page 1 
- Perhaps we need another' 
word besides "teach".· Two 
dict~onary definitions include: 
1) "giving individual. guidance 
and training to the learner," 2) 
.. (as a threat) to punish for 
(to)." And l might' note that the 
Some teachers:ttien, may go 
about teaching in the traditional 
ways, wishing they weren't. 
Some may try alternatives. Some 
may decide not to teach at all, 
believing they may be ruining 
the minds of children. Is 
·· letters in the word "teach" also 
spell "cheat". Students ai:e. 
taught by Institutions, teachers, 
and educators in · all of these 
senses. We may'learn to 
'"broaden our horizons" and 
· prepare ourselves for the future, · 
but some of us may be cheated 
of our natural curiousity and the 
joy of learning. How many of us 
retain our concern and respect 
news· sh.orts. ........ _____ _ 
ONE HUNDRED DAYS 
President of the Senior Class Joanne Solomon proudly announces 
the 1973 100 _Days Party Saturday,, February 24 from lJ P.M. to 1 
A.M. The party will be held in the Union Cafeteria and is fn:e for 
Seniors. Guests of I.C. Seniors will be asked for~ 2.00 tlonation. 
HEBREW 
Anyone having an interest in Elementary and/or Intermediate 
Hebrew for. next fall should call ··Mrs. Maxwell at X3 l 05 hl'fore 
February.ZO. 
FOOD DISCUSSION 
The Ithaca chapter of the National Health Federation will ,pon,nr 
an informational program on food economics and nutrition. \\'Ith 
respect to recent activities of the Food and Drug Adminbtrat1011. at 
the Unitarian Church of Ithaca on February 27 at 7:30 P},I. 
The main speakers will be Richard H. Barnes. Dean of the ComL·II 
Graduate School of Nutrition, and David L.Call. Profe,so1 of Fond 
Economics and Nutrition at Cornell. 
The prograµ1 is open to the public and there is no diarge. 
The National Health Federation is aimed at p1otc'L'llll!! the' . 
individ_ual's -health freedoms. The Ithaca chapter lws hc·~·n in· 
existence for four years. · 
Further information on the chapter and the !-'di. 27th porgram c-.1n 
be ob~ain~d by .calling.Mrs. Margie Rumsey at 2 7 J-3''4 7. 
·t: · . ·(ARGES'f TRACK MEET IN THE EAST 
This Saturday, · WICB-FM · will be covering the 2<,th ,\11;1u,i'I' 
Heptaganle Track· Championships live from C'ornelrs Barton llall. 
The "Heps" represent the largest indoor college trackmeet in the 
East. At 15 minutes to e.ach hour throughout the aftcnwon and 
evening, five minute reports will broadcast the latest scores and 
standings of the teams and feature interviews with the athletes. 
Competing Sat~rday will be Cornell, Army, Brown. Columbia. 
Dartmouth, Harvard, Navy, Penn, Princeton and Yale. 
COMPOSER BARTOK FEATURED 
The music of Bela Bartok will be featured on the "World of Music" 
this Saturday morning at 9:30 on WlCB-FM. Dr. Mary Arlin of the 
Ithaca College School of Musi<; will also be speaking on the .college's 
theory and solfege program., Henry Kavett hosts the two hour show. 
.. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
P~nnsy!vania Residents wishing to apply for a state scholarship, may 
pick up an application in th~ financial aid office. Applications are 
~ue May 31, 1973. Renewal applicants will receive their application 
m late Fe~ruary. _ · · 
MAYERS SM.OKE SHOP. 
s,,.c1a11a.,, in-
_r., 
.',i\Li S\WOKERS' SUP~LIES ·. 
PAPER BOUS'D BOOKS 
PIPE REP,\IR~ 
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plight of the teachers, and, in a 
-~ay, a,ren't we all?-
-Arbil 
PROVOST 
Continued from page 1 
representatative group." "We 
were trying to ~speak and act for 
our constituency." ', 
The committee consisted of 
three students- Al Seltzer, Fred 
Kastenbaum, and Jeff White; 
eight· faculty members-William 
Murphy, Joseph Tempesta, 
James Treble, Charles Kelemen, 
Martin LaForse, Martha Kelsey, 
Robert Jenkins , and Frank 
Eldridge; and two 
a1n~inistrators-C'raig McHenry 
(Dean of the Music School) and 
Matthew Wall (Director of 
Admiss:'Jns). 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
117 N. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Jerry Ho~de11, /1,lgr. 
A II Tyt1es of Repairs 
NYS /NSPEC770N ST A 110N 
272-2288 
UNIVERSITY 
DEUCA TESSEN 
COLLEGE AVE. 
OPEN 
24 HOURS: DAILY . -
( meeting)going tonight." 
CMI Position Defended 
Henry was defended by on_~ 
woman from Student Affairs 
Who stated that CMI was doing · 
an adequate job for a food 
· service catering to institutional 
problems-such as serving over 
700 students in the Towers. Her 
detractors felt, however, that. 
the surveys and prev~ous·, 
meetings indicated that thi~ 
indeed was not the case. "Don't: 
you think it was because of the 
protest that w~'re all here?" one 
asked. 
Dan Alfonso was finally called 
up to answer questions. His· 
mood was more apologetic and, 
to an extent, distraught, than 
Thursdo.Y 
So, what· is to be expected'! 
Another cc,mmittee (ad hoc, of 
course) will be set up to channel 
complaints, according to several 
of the more vociferous 
participants, and Dale Henry will 
.. be around to answer questions 
or fend off student peeves. But, 
indisputably, the aggressive 
palate of at least some J.C. 
students has been whetted and 
CMl will now be taking a hard 
. look at itself and its obligations 
: if its reputation is to go 
henceforth unscathed. 
ALL REGULAR 
·M1x:eo DRINKS 
50¢ . 
BACCHUS 
Frido.Y 
BACCHUS 
Soturdoy 
ALBATROSS 
~ ... . .. 
··.,e! 
114: w~-· c.·r~·iri· 
.,:. 
Vnited Air Lines· 
•;I 
I' 
' 12-~21 CLUB 
GAfore seats, more places, 
more often, onCf.lnited 
GJts easy to join 
If you're twelve but not yet ~wenty-lwo years of age, you can join 
the 12-21 CLUB. Within three weeks you'll receive your member-
ship odentofocatoon card wh,ch never has to be renewed and a~to-
matocally expor<:s on your 22nd birthday. 
Vour CLUB membership card entotles you to receive discounts 
raPgong ,IJctween twenty and lofty percent from more than twenty 
airlines and al thousands of hotels and motels throughout the 
United States including Hawaii. You're. eligible for these dis· 
counts every time you !_ravel _before your twen_ty-secon_d bi,th_day._ 
01)oted offers 12-21 CLUB member.s a 33)~ percent discount on 
unrestricted coach standby travel anywhere in the Continental 
United States. In addition, you'.11 save twenty-live percent of the 
peak economy fares when you fly between the West Coast and 
Hawaii with your CLUB membership card. 
-
r i • i ! ... ;~ 1 l' :,Qr 
,,IRLIN[S 
''" CanJdJ 
Au Wes1 
.Alas\d Anlones 
Allcgbepv 11,,1,acs 
Amerocan Aulones 
B,an,lf ln1ernat,onal 
· fanadoan Pacofoc 
Con11nc11JI Auloncs 
· DelJa•.Au Lonps 
-.EJs1e1it Au Lones 
' Jronuer An Lones 
'!1-oi·onal A11hncs 
. liew Yo1k A11wdys 
·."NJorheast Arolones 
.. -;t,ur1hwesr Ouen, 
• · · :P,n Ammcan 
. · · : SFO Hclocopter 
• .: • • ··Sou1tiern Auways 
: . Transair limned 
.. 'Jexas lnternauonal 
•• · · 'Trans Wo,ld Animas 
_:.: .. ,Western Anlones 
liO:[t'., MG[[LS 
Best W,srcm Mo1cls 
O'.j.•,i:J,\·1e1 ~hto1 Ir.is 
F:1erC-.hq1 ln:1s ol ,'\n,cr,c:: 
Hilt,n \101rls 
HowJod Johnson's 
Hyalt House Ho1els 
Pock Hotels & Mo101 Lodges 
Qual11y Mo1cls 
Ramada Inns 
Reahy Hotels 
Rodcway Inns of America 
Royal Inns of Ameroca 
Sheraton Hotels 
T rcadway Inns & Resorts 
ANO IN HAWAII 
Cinerama Ha1e:s 
Hawa11an Pac,loc Resons 
Waokrkr Hole! Cnrp · 
fnler-lsland Resorts 
I 
I 
I 
J, 
I CC!niied ~r CLJnes 11~21mM!Jrn CJfmtJz;~ ~plication 
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FR·EE CLAS·SIFIEDS 
Beat the pr,ce increases on top 
quality stereo components, call .now 
272-2516. 
Dear Zips; 
congratulations on your victory 
Wednesday? Thanks for letting us 
play. You played a good game 
Tuesday too. Love. 
Your Sisters 
MEN-WOMEN! 
JOBS ON SHIPS! No exPerlence 
required, Excellent pay. Worldwide 
travel. Perfect summer job or career. 
Send $2.00 for !nformatlon. 
SEAFAX, Dept. A-15, P.O. Box 
2049, Port Ang~lcs, Washington 
98362. 
Ride offered to L.I. Friday March 
2nd. Call Betty 273·S019 
for your favorite Italian food_ 
din~ at 
1119 H CAYUGA ST. 
(Dowo-Towo lthoc:•l 
DOWNTOWN 
ITHACA 
STUDENT 
SPECIALS 
"V~u JJ.1al'I :loniglit " 
DearAshkl, 
You always write me 111essage1• now 
here's one-,for you: .TWLANA ••• I'll 
always btl there. 
HELP WANTED 
Love~ 
NANUK 
$100.00 weekly possible addressing 
mall for ~lrms-Full and part time at 
home-Send stamped lelf-addressed 
envelope toHOME WORK 
OPPORTUNITIES, Box 566 Ruidoso 
Downs, New Mexico.88346. 
. . 
Dear Mar, 
When we see "Throat", don't bring 
your notebook. 
Lar. 
WANTED: Better dralna'ge for 
walkways on Campus. Contact Wet 
feet McDuck at x225. 
Comic Freaks! Is it possible to get 
hold of old comix by Paul (Mighty 
Mo use) Terry, Pat Sullivan, etc.? 
Anyone interested in forming a 
Comic Arts Club? Bill, 273-8246. 
Dear Roach and Stewy, 
You're not as "GOLDEN" as you 
think. 
Murph 
ARNOLD. 
PRINTING 
C'dHPOH..\TfON 
I ••I -,, lo,, 1• 1 , • , ... , ri. ll~fl' 
For Ail Your 
Printing Needs 
(607) 272-7800 
Gross·-Country? -.. , ' 
·.:-<Down ff.ill? 
Books can._ make you an expert 
U>RNER. BOOK. SroPt 
115-1'7 S. CAYUGA ST. DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
·. YJ~n Pm~; i;n~;i 
· ~ <FOR TWO) . .-.::a~~ 
. Carafe of Wine 299 
Basket of Apples · t_ 
Wheel of Ch.c"'sc 
CHEtlRATED. 5UPEl?tl & 5ALU61?10US 
IMBIBIN'1 EMPORIUM 
AN'D 
~~@-Ji\®00£001 
PtHJNl TWO. !,C.VLN TflAt.L-NINL OH' NINL 011' 
A TITTll ATING TA[A..'SllAE TROVt. 
AND COLOJU UL COMPENDIUM or 
MINIJTA[ AND Mf.MORABILIA or 
. -a. \\,iiJTJC Fllf$/1,. 
••. \.. """"-,if,._ r:~ •. 
,.. ~ ~· ... 
lll ~ OIi t C,t A\lt.NlJt., .. ,.,.. 
lltt4U, N.t. • 
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ITHACA, 'ii. Y. , 
A Division of 
FIRST NA TIONAL/ITNACA . 
SPEEDY DELIVERY 
(LOW. RATES) 
.·, 1; • ,11 ,._,.,;, •• T ''J'. 
:_BAMBINO 'S 'PIZZA'_.· 
-CAIL 272-6770 
FONTANA11 S 
Winter .C/edrd11ce:· 
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· ·:: : ithaca:a,hat's happening here? 
CALENDAR _ Preside_nt_'s Host c~mmittee 
~ecru It Ing meet Ing, all 
~
,. , interested students invited 
J ,Science 108, 7 p.m. ' fhUMS K_arate Club Wrestling Room, -~------------11]---=------· H1U Center, 7:30 p.m. 
FEB 22 Community Council Meeting . 
Recruiting Morse Chain, Div. of Union Dining Hall, 8 p.m. 
Borg-Warner Corp., Ithaca, West Crossroads Coffeehouse 
Terrace balcony, 9 a.m. - Si:s.m. Animation Workshop, Part 11, 8 
Women's Basketball Cortland vs. p.m. 
Ithaca, Hill Center, 4 p.m. , Lecture "Graduate School 
Study Session Lecture- "Writing Opportunities & Programs in 
Term Papers," Friends 208, 7 Music", by James Ode 
p.m. _sponsored by ?hi Mu Alpha and 
'c'11\hWJ1.•.-,.-.-..,,._-.._.~r,• •n:~•._._._Y.V.WJ".• • ._._._ •• 
"\..Wa•a•J'.•.vJ' .. .-.r. ~
~s.w.v.-................ ,v,.-.•a ............ _ • .,._._.,,,, 
~~--...... -.rm,.v.lY,N' ... .=..= 
CHORUS CONCERT 
I\ program of music for chorus will be presented at Ithaca College at 
8:15 p.m. Monday, Feb. 26 .. The concert, by the College Chorus, 
Women's Chorale and Madrigal Singers, will take place at Walter 
Ford Hall and is free to the public. 
Under the direction of Roland Bentley, the Colleg? Chorus will open 
the·program with 18th-century settings of two Psalms: Teleman's 
Laudate, Jehovah, omnes gentes (O Praise the Lord, All Ye Nations) 
and Handel's As Longs the Hart for Flowing Streams. 
Bentley will lead the chorus ~nd a small instrumental ensemble in a 
performance of Regina Coeli by Mozart. 
The Madrigal Singers, conducted by James Porterfield, will sing five 
Lieder; Opus41 and Opus 48, by Mendelssohn: Im Walde, Es fiel ein 
Reif, Auf dem See, Die Nachtigall and Lerchengesang. 
With Porterfield directing, the Women's Chorale will complete the 
program, singing sacred music of the 17th and 20th centuries. From 
a collection for variQus occasions in·the church year, they will sing , 
three chorales:_W.achet auf,' ruf.t._uns die Stimme; In dulcijubilo and 
Christ ist erstanden. -They will perform a work by contemporary 
American composer, Daniel Pinkham, based on ver~es from 
Ecclestiates, entitled Let Us Now Praise Famous Men. The Chorale's 
final number is Howard Hanson's How Excellent Thy Name. 
SKATERS PREP ARE FOR "ICE FLICKS" 
It's showtime col_lling up soon for the hard working Cornell Skating 
Club Members. The majority of skaters have just recently prepared 
for and taken figure and dance tests and now are swinging into the 
time consu~g organizing that goes into "putting the show on the 
road". 1 
The~ theme of this years show will be "Ice Flicks" :1nd will be 
presented Saturday,_ .March 24, 1973 at Lynah Rin~. There will be·_ 
. t~o perfor~al!._#,~!1"':ftemoon matinee at 2:30 ~-~· and ~n~ther at~:,. 
8.00 p.m. The-, sfrow ,revolves around the moVIe mdustnes many ;v 
famous-flicks and will bring b,ack music from great shows from· the . 
Chaplin era up to recent times. All of the numbers in the show will 
depict certain outstanding personalities of the Hollywood set such as 
Carmen Miranda, Shirley Temple,-Sonya Hiene, Judy Garland along 
with many more. 
Again· ·.this year the exhibition is free, however, donations will be 
accepted in the giant barrels. 
T.V. SCHEDULES 
8:00 NEWS PROBE 
8:30 REDESIGNING A PARADISE 
9:00 3-0 MI_N_. WITH GIBSO~ AND BRAININ 
. . . _ .. __ 
, _ . · ORGAN CONCERT - . • · 
The guest. a·ppearance at Ithaca College by organist Dwight Oarr, 
Postponed from Feb. 6 because of illness, has been rescheduled for 
Wednesday evening, Feb. 22. The public is invited to attend the fr!,!e 
concert, which will be presented at 8; 1 S p.m:in Walter Ford Hall. 
Oarr is a professor of music arid chairman of the Music Department 
at Wells College. 
His program includes chorale preludes by J.S. Ba'ch and his Prelude 
and Fugue in E Minor (BWV 548) and Concerto del Sigre. Meck by 
1.G. Walther. The school of French organ music will be represented 
by Franck's Chorale N-o. 2" in B Minor and Dupre's 
Symphonic-Passion, Le Monde D~s l'attente du Sauveur. 
ED SULL1V AN DOES THE NEWS FOR IC-TV????? 
Ed Sullivan·doing the news for.-IG ... rV-?.Well, not quite. But we've got 
the next. best thingT THE ·IMP£RS_~~1','JORS. ~-Impersonators is 
a 15 minute-special, prodm:ed by' IC students Fred Raker and Mark 
Weiss. It is directed by,,$.~etie ·E. Brown and written by Fred Raker. 
THE IMPERSONATORS-'ill a collection of original skits by Fred 
~aker, containing: impersonations of famous celebrities. An 
interesting and difft;_rent kind of way to enjoy J 5 minutes with 
unbe~ievable replicas of Jimmy Stewart, Groucho and Chfco ·Marx, 
John ~~ayne, Rod Serling and an l t':00 newscast with Ed Sullivan. 
lmpe~_onatioiis will Qe performed by IC students Scott Fischer, 
Cheryl Christian. John Torres, "Fred Raker,. Bob Harper, R.J. 
Grindlinger. Andy Vogel, Robert· Rogers, _Sam. Milgrim and 
announcer David Olson.' This cast of talented copycatters have it all 
over the originals. THE IMPERSONATORS will be aired over IC-TV 
CHANNEL 1. . 
s-~1-.r.~~rt· :v l 
ALL 'VOU- t;all:ffl4KE • WITlt 
-. ALL DINNl!:8&-,... CHOICJi: OF:. 
~~1"9,• -1'.U& (;ltl!ISE 
,,__, •• - _;.};,, •• -_., • - 'L.. • ' 
Staden11! Immediate 
C.wirDI•• Monthly Pay~ent1 
. &wal.W.. · Car. Insurance- • 
~lo_rcycle Insurance . . 
.. . . [ee ·1ewhart :ins. 
; · · 101i'w,"i .. ,.s, ,~1,i~ 
Graduate Studies. Terrace I ~-B 
Lounge, 9 p.m, 
FEB. 23 
Student RecitalDona Lee, 
bassoon; Lori Eckhardt and 
James Tharp, clarinet ;Deborah 
Schwenk, piano; Diane Oermann 
and Nancy Wilhelm, horn Ford 
Hall, I p.m. ' ' 
Shi:bbat DinnerUnion DeMotte 
Room, 5 p.m. . 
Film Marx Brothers in 
"Horsefeathers" and "Monkey 
Business", sponsored by Talcott 
Hall, Textor 102, 7 & 9:45 p.m. 
Admissipn $.75. 
Annual Concerto Concert 
Patrice Pickering, soprano; 
Karen Bauman, piano; Gary 
Harger, tenor; Johr.na Bell, cello, 
and College Orchestra directed 
by Thomas Michalak, Ford Hall, 
8:IS..p.m. 
Crossroads Coffee'house 
Folksingers Cindy Miller and 
Nancy Carrey, 9 p.m. 
midnight. 
lsat : 
FEB. 24 
-Fellowship of Athletes Hill 
Swimming Pool, 11 :45 p.m .. 
Swimming-St.Lawrence VS Ithaca 
Hill Center I :30 p.m, 
Womens Basketball:Hartwick vs 
Ithaca Hill Center.:! p.m. 
Wrestling-!!PI vs Ithaca Ben 
Light Gym.3 p.m. 
Catholic Mass Choral 
Room.Forti Hall 1 1 p.m. 
Catholic Mass Choral 
Room.Forti lfall.<l:30 p.m. 
Seniors 100 days Party Union 
-Dining Hafl.<J p.m. 
Center.7:30 p.m. 
Road Runner Cartoon Festival 
Crossroads.9.10 and 11 p.m. 
Karate Club Wrestling Room.Hill 
Center.7 :30 p.m. 
Organ Concert Dwight 
Oarr.Ford Hall.8: 15 p.m. 
wed 
Feb 28 
Hillel Lecture "Phenomenon of 
- ______ ----====-
tht' C'IOSt't kw"'.l rosHc1acl:Uo\ 
p Ill. 
Karate Club Wrl'sthn!_! Room.Hill 
Center.7:JO p.m. 
Dy Cheryl Christian 
Upon entering the lobby of the P.A. Build 111!_! 
for the show "In Watermelon Sugar", one w~s 
wary of the smell of turkey. The incense burned 
rather strqngly, the odor driving one back. 
However, once seated in the Arena Theatre ,111 
took a turn for the better. Immediately, 'i11e 
technicals improved the theatre-goer's first 
impressions. From the black and white circuit of 
the town painted on the floor, to the wooden 
bridges, to the rope hangings, to the sinister 
blackness of the Forgotten Works, everything was 
depicted as it should have been. Brautigan's mood 
was established right there in Jeff Hutton's 
designs. The lightness of summer. was created by 
the -beige· cotton costumes and the readers' bare 
.feet. As the. lights came up on the first book, the 
annoying fragrance of incense wafted out of the 
theatre: The pastel lighting - blue mirrors, yellow 
tombs, red Margaret, and purple funeral added to 
the summer glow. 
;--;Crossroads Coffeehouse 
='1folk-:Gu1larisl .Greg Schilaf.9 ..... , ,-
::p.m. •.·· :· 
With such a preview, it became the job of the 
readers to equal the mood already set by the 
superb technicals. Director and adaptor Carolyn 
Gilbert produced a mellow mood in which the 
sentiments of the readers became the predominant 
factors. From the beginning, David Czarnecki as 
:: ~ 4q.e ~arr~qr l,ent,..~ ;r-~J?ness. to_ the piece. He 
. .• .esta61tshecl hilnself w1th · the· audience and was 
consistently the natural character that Brautigan 
created in the Narrator. Michael DiGaetano's Fred 
added color and a personable humor to the 
performance. Peter Anderegg was so entertaining 
as the amiable Old Chuck that it seemed he did 
not have enough lin_es. or make enough 
appearances. As Pauline, Barbara Pitt seemed a bit 
out of place. There did not appear to be as much 
genuine feeling behind her portrayal as there is in 
the Pauline of Brautigan 's novel. 
!sun 
FEB 25 
Student Congress Workshop 
Women's Community 
Center,W.Seneca Street,10 a.m. 
Protestant Worship Choral 
Room,Ford Hall,11 a.m. 
. Student Horn Recital Ford 
. -Hall,2 p.m. 
Catholic Mass Ford Hall.I I 
_-a.m.,Union Coffeehouse,5 p.m. 
Film-"Great Train Robbery" 
Union Dining Hall,7 and 9 
p.m.,admission 75 cents 
Crossroads Coffeehouse 
Comedian Lloyd Ecker and 
Peter Tavalin on the piano,9 
p.m. . 
FEB 26 
Choral Concert Ford Hall,8: I 5 
p.m. 
FEB 27 
C r a f t s N i g h t • Macrame 
Cro~sroads Coffeehouse,Bring 
some chord and a stick or 
buckle,9 p.m. 
Karate Club Wrestling Room.Hill 
SAVE' 
UP T0-30% 
.ON NAME BRAND 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
CONTACT: . 
Triangle Associate, 
P.O. Box 3 
Aurora. N·.v. 13026. 
~ 1-315-364-8527 
Tli.ere is a tendency in mood pieces such as this 
one to slip into the unbelievable. Of course, 
Brautigan himself has his moments in the unreal. 
The slithering tigers who ate the Narrator's parents 
were treated somewhat lighUy, and in this 
perform·ance such treatment worked. However, in 
the. performance of the second book, the mood 
became too heavy and almost comical. This is 
particularly true of the scene in which inBOIL kills 
himself by bleeding to death. This unfortunate 
effect was created as the scene bordered on 
melodramatic tones and as there was a tendency in 
inBOIL here to fall into caricature. Otherwise, Jim 
Leach (inBOIL) had a commanding voice and a 
positive sta'ge·pr~sence. 
As. a who_lCr, the performance captured the 
inter~si; of a -pleased audience. Reading voices were 
.good;the technicals polished. The touches of Kip 
Rosser and Ted Errik's music complemented the 
pi~ce, ;idding the finishing tones that made for a 
rounded production. 
We're Starting Off 1973 
with an Exciting New Menu 
Why Don't You Start Off 
the New Year Right, and 
Dine with Us at the 
, St~ne House Inn 
1457 East Shore Dr. 273-2240 
TA~ING Re:SE~VATIONS NOW FOR SPRING PARTIES 
., ' 
I· 
. •. '", ' ... 
f\ .. i..>l . .f.[ V7,lltt ...... r.!•t{ .. '.a-Y,· .. ~~~ .. ~: ·"•') 
i • . , _ . • r • r •. , ~ ~ .: ~ • 
N.C,Terrors ' .. 
• ~ • ' ... , . . ! 
, - .. 
. 2 4 _. · .. Co Rec Volleyball 
"··-· -~ 2''4:' · team ~ .. ' ·-"- :.... w I 
''"'NNAD'S' :· 
. ;;, - ," Unhinged & Doorless 2 4· ·House Mothers· 7 I 
2 4 Bearded Clams 7 I 
-~ ·- . 
•·-1-AA.· N·.ews 
By Dave Rives 
The M.I.A.A .. _Wrestling 
Tournament is scheduled for 
Saturdl!Y, Marc~ 3__:_ Starting time 
'"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
R11hn1 S. 811111 hroycl -·- (lass of '24' 
Rohni L. Bout~roycl -- Class of '60' 
lknry G. Kq·scr -----Classof'S2' 
William Flynn ----- C'.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC_., 
INSURANCE 
',~ ........ 
"We Welcome Yo.11r /11q11iry" 
} 12 East Seneca. Ithaca. N. Y. 
is · 11 :00 a.m~ Finals start a_t 
4p.m. The weigh-in period is 
from 9:30-10:30 that morning: 
Competition will be in team and 
individual wrestling, and will run 
according to NCAA rules. The 
actual falls will, however, be 
shortened. Check the M.I.A.A. 
bulletin board for ENTRY 
BLANKS AND FURTHER 
DETAILS. Entry forms are also 
available in the bowling lanes. 
All entry forms must be turned 
in by 6p.m. on Friday, March 2. 
March 3 is the date for the 
3rd annual Tug-of-War contest, 
to be held in Gym l at 2p.m. 
Competition is scheduled in 4 
different· weight classes: 
Unlimited, 1851b. and under, 
1551b. and under, and mixed. 
Rosters must be between 5 and 
8 men, and all cm,testants must 
weigh in beforehand. Rosteers 
are available in the M.I.A.A. 
office. The deadline for entering 
the contest is Friday March 2 at 
l'2 Noon. 
BASKETBALL STANDINGS 
All Star 
team wl 
OEK 6 0 
Revenge 5 I 
A.L.S. ' 3 3 
Herd 2 4 
GlilRP I• . ~~ 
231 Elmira Road Ithaca N.Y. 14850 (607) 273-2522 
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ITS 
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE 
MG, CAPRI,. 
e• 
* Interested in a new or used car ? 
. . 
*:Want soine advice on service? 
CALL DOUG AT 256-0851 or 272-9742 · 
THURS.:. ORl,EANS 
$2 aii the beer you can· drink 
Fri.:ORLEANS Sat.: RAW MEAT 
Sim.: RAW MEAT No Cover· 
• 
-. -_ ·· ·OPEN DAILY 
413- Taug~~. . Tel._ 273-8591. 
· Last Time Around 
Pro-East 
team 
H-H-H Revisited 
One Step Beyond 
Silv~r Tongued Devils 
Bad M 
Delta Kappa 
KKnicks 
Diseased Possessed 
Un U Ujuma 
Pro West 
team 
The Zip 
Larrdon 
Talcott Tods 
Outcasts 
Polish Nation 
The Fifth 
Semi-Pro 
team 
Willy & the Boys 
Gang 
BAMF 
Prospect Manor II 
Trix-R-4-Kids 
Space Cowboys 
Turkeys 
Holmes Hawks 
College 
team 
R-C-H 
Tatkoites 
Prospect Manor I 
Varnaville CC 
Golden Jocks 
Country Bums 
Pi Lam A 
Teen Queens 
Hangovers 6 2 
wl Blue Jets 6 2 
6 o Dudes & Chicks ·s · 3 
4 1 Plow-Drivers 4. · 4 
4 2 E.T.G. 3· S 
4 2 Spike Wells i: 7 
2 4 Hot Rats O ,7 I 
2 5.. I.B.T.C. 0·7 I 
I 4 VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS 
0 '5 ~ational 
w l 
3 I 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 3 
2 3 
6 0 
5 I 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
2 4· 
2 4 
0 6 
w I 
6 I 
6 I 
4 2 
4 3 
4 3 
3 3 
I 5 
0 6 
team 
Spikers 
Dem Bears 
Bad Mothers 
BAMF's 
~C,...H. 
Zeros 
Hawaii Six-0 
El Vatos 
American 
team 
'fhe Wizard 
Continued pag'!.J... 
Donohue-Halvenon 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
707 Willow Ave. 
. - .. 
273-3393 
Al;;;,";&Green. ·a 
qi,,,.JvJa. :Jewilers - · 
~W11J!Jllad• 144a~StHet·cJfl:0.-1BJ(Je 
-._._TodlMM 
"Brand names retailer-of-the-year" 
... Twice 
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS 
Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairing 
Remounting of Diamonds 
Open tli 9 Friday nights 
- ... . ........ _ .. ~ '-.,. . 
- _,. -... _ ... _,-.- ' 
The Asiatic Garden 
118 W. State St. 
The Best in Chinese 
American Food. 
~ood Service with · a· 
Congenial Atmosphere 
·To serve ydu bett~r. 
Serving Ithaca Sipce. 19 31 
' ' 
comell 
· concert ••• commission presents:· 
. . ~ ; 
-----~-. -~~---'-........:.----_..;....,.··;;..: ----·--· -... ··;;;.·i,11,: .. ,..·.-, .. ,·:.ioiii ...... ,_: ·-··iii,i··-;,;.·....;,;;···:'.:..;;'·.·..;,'·_,·:.,_. ~;;;,;,:..., .... ,... ~.----· ...... 
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play as he sprawled to knock the along tlie ice. Four minutes later 
leers· Down Lafayette 
pucJ!: away on a two on ·one. Driscoll spotted Campo on the 
Unfortunately, the referee crease and hit him with a pass 
interpreted it as a trip and from the corner. Joe stuffed it 
sentenced Don to two minutes. home to make it 9-1 after two 
By Rocket Richard 
After allowing an early enemy 
oal, the I.C. hockey machine 
reated the home fans to an 
wesome display of offensive 
rowess and crushed the 
utmanned Lafayette team 17-1 
11 a Saturday afternoon game at 
Lynah Rink. _ _ 
Plagued, as usual, by the early 
1rst period blues, J.C. gave up 
he first goal. Following a 
ni'nute and a half of sloppy and 
1sorgainized play ,Lafayette's 
1ch Shanahan found the mark 
5 he beat Fred Cammon with an 
ffspeed s~ot to his right. At 
6:47, a furious power paly paid 
off. Joe Campo fed Dave Parks 
w_ho _(_~nd Bobb~ Driscoll alone 
in the slot to polish off the play 
with a quick shot. 
Joe Campo scored what 
proved to be the winning goal at 
13: 26 with assists to Smith and 
Driscoll. Smitty drew the 
defense out and passed in front 
to Camp whose dribbler shot 
was graced with enough speed to 
make it across the goal line. 
The line of Villa. Parks. and 
Young tallied twice at the end of 
the period. At 16:37 Dave Parks 
scored from close in with assists 
to Young and Villa. Just six 
seconds later the trio struck 
from the face off. Young's quick 
return pass to Villa sent him in 
alone and he beat Hirsch with a 
quick shot to make the score 4-1 
after one period. 
Bruce Rogers tallied twice at 
the start of the second frame. 
Donnie Hennigar and Mike 
Roche set him up in the slot at 
0: 23 for the first and just 19 
seconds later Rogers banged in 
Roche's rebound. At 4;23 Dave 
Smith walked in with a pass 
from Joe Campo and whistled a 
shot into the upper left comer. 
Only minutes later" Donnie 
Hennigar made a fine defensive 
Tom Villa responded with some oerinrf~ 
sparkling penalty killing as I.C. In the third period I.C. 
was two men short. At one point poured in eight more goals as 
Villa hustled down ice, picked Lafayette completely ran out of 
up the p~ck, aE_d nearly_stuffed gas. At' 2:50 Young and Villa set 
1t in as he circled the net. up Parks for a slow bounce shot 
At 9:02 Mike Roche picked that eluded the goalie. Joe 
off a pass and fed Mike Rooney Cam(l<2__ struck for his third and 
who scored with a __ Jong shot Continued on next page 
Exclusive at 
Thel)~gout 
Wed. Nite F eh. 28th 
9 'til U 
·oa1e's Bears 
tavens 
3 2 Zip 3 3 Bearded Clams 6 0 
0 5 
0 5 
~ <@ED BAROtJ NREI 3 3 Secret Squirrel 2 3 Hummers 
lad Turkeys 3 3 Golden Jocks I 3 Team 13 
_l:/ 
.. : 
Discover the World on Your 2 Red Barons for ili:~ price of 1 
(includes all-Seagram's products) SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 
Combine accredited study with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus-
tralasia and the Orient Over 7500 
students from 450 campuses have 
already experienced this interna-
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog: 
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666 
GEORGE WASHINGTON'S 
BIRTHDAY SALE 
Now thru Sat., February 24th 
These prices will not be repeated 
Men's Shirts ..... s,ps, 5395 and up 
Mini Dresses ... · ... -$495 and up. 
Blouses from ............. . s39s 
Sheepskin Coats ........... 52995 
Mexican sweaters· .. : ." .... . 5)995 
Woolen Ponchos ............ S995 
Hand Blocked Bed Spreads .. s495 
All Merchandise on SALE 
Limit 4 items Per Person 
DRASTIC.,R_EDUCtlONS 
. . 
We Have Sometlri!l9 For ~eiyone 
~of ..Shali.mar 
.. BOUTIQUE· FASHIONS 
·::. 411 CO.L.LEGE-AVE. 
-~/Qpen 7 days· 10-9 PM 273-7939 
~:~·. ·'..~ ·.~ ' 
'L__.;- ;--
' ,. 
UNIVERSITY 
DEUCATESSEN 
COLLEGE AVE. 
free prizes all night 
(Crowd restricted to 8.5 so 
. get h~re early!) OPEN 
24 HOURS 
DAILY Tues. Nites -Live music with 
Chuck Hawkins and Austin_ Gravelding 
SEE THE 
NEW 
OLLEGESMOKER 
P ANDED STORE 
Pipes/ 
We Have The 
Pipe Of Your 
Dreams.I Or 
Maybe You Are 
Thinking Of 
Starting 
Come Talk To Us 
/Ind We Wl'll Get 
You Started Right.I 
Co£ fees, Teas, 
Gourmet Cheeses, 
And Peanut Butter 
Made On 
The -Premises! 
SIil£! 
During The Month Of 
February , A Different 
Sale Item Every Day 
Games! Chess Sets! 
Candles! Scented , 
Fancy And Plain! 
Houseware Items! 
Yarns! 
Headgear! 
Virtually 
Everything 
That Would 
Tickle Your Fancy! 
A!ld A Large Selection ·Of Cigars And T oban:os, 
Including Our Own Blends Made With Our 
Top Grade Blending Tobaccos! 
___________ ..... ____ iiiiiiiia_ ..... _ ....... 
With this eoupon 
. You get 25% off 
ON ANY POSTER!! 
, ' 
.. 
C 
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fourth goals at 9:06 and 9:36. -assist. Twenty-five seconds later 
After Villa missed from in close ·Al Howell surprised Hirsch with 
he fed Campo who beat Hirsch a high slap shot from the:.right 
with a high shot. Twenty point. This chopp-ed 21 seconds· 
seconds later Campo nudged in off the old record of I : 16 for 
the rebound of Driscoll's shot the three quickest goals by LC. 
w Ith Smith also drawing an players. 
Dave Smith lit the lamp again 
at 11: 18. Tom Villa intercepted 
a Lafayette pass and fed Smitty 
who ducked by two men and 
fired a low backhander past 
Hirsch. Donnie Young who had 
three hard earned assists got into 
the act at 11 :42 )Vhen I.C. sent 
on an extra skater during a 
delayed penalty call. Donnie 
collected a good pass from 
''FREE PRESTONE SPRAY WAX'' 1 
Automatic Car Wash & Dry 
O · :::=:-:::: $1.00 with any fillup $2.00 with no g.i\ 
..,_-~-
'-,i--------lt-1'>1THAcA·s FINEST AUTOMATIC 
BRUSH CAR WASH 
Gulf CarWash In Front Of Weston'!-. 
Rooney and stabbed the puck 
between Hirsch and the post. 
Before the dust settled Mike 
Roche got his first goal as an I.C. 
player. Steve, )ackmuff rushed 
the puck into the zone and hit 
Roche wh·o eluded two men 
before firing ir. a goal off the 
crossbar. At I 4:45 Dave Parks 
finished off his hat trick and all 
the scoring when he picked off 
an errant clearing pass and rifled 
a shot off the post to the right 
of the frozen goalie. 
ICE NOTES: As can happen 
in a rout such as this, Ithaca 
defensemen got too interested in 
ICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 S. Tioga St 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
272-8262 
BDIS1s1BS I Baar 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDA.YS 
&a.st Prime Ribs of Beef 
All tlle Cha.mpa.gne you ca.n drink 
Steak &. Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Stea.k 
All the Spa.rkling Burgundy you ca.n drink 
BEEF and B&&ZE 6.95 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
noast Prime Ribs of Beef 
All the Drinks you ca.n drink with Dinner 
steak & Spirit.& 6.95 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Stea.k 
All the Drinks you ca.n drink with :Dinner 
lobster & Uquor 6.~ 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
trying to score goals and were 
constantly being trapped up ice. 
Donnie Hennigar turned in a fine 
performance as he broke up , 
severa! two on ones a.nd played a. 
strong. defensive gam~ .. The =1ack· ··) 
type players can cheat in certain 
situations and not get burned_ 
But against a better club, this 
all-offensive style of play just 
of backchecking was also 
disappointing as the forwards 
-- - - - --·~--
were often a bit slow gett1n 
back on defense. It can 
argued that in. a game of th 
will not suffice. A real plus w 
tlie. penalty killing.which~ n 
allqwed a -goal'. i_n the; last 1 
shorthanded situations.· ·To· 
Villa was unavailable t'o 
comment on this. He \\· 
reportedly spending a qui' 
evening at home studying. Ot. 
good game, Freddie. ·-
• 
Photo by Richard Sha 
repeated by public demand 
EARS PIERCED 
FREE WITH 
EARRINGr PURCHASE 
Ears will be pierced by ·a 
trained representative of-
Coro Jewelry 
Feb. 22,23,24 
All you have to do is purchase a pair 
of 14 kt. gold earrings at S7 .50. It 
is painless and it only takes abou_t 
l O seconds_ You will receive written 
instructions on how to care for your 
newly pierced ears. Person~ under 18 
must be accompanied 
by an adult. Not 
recommended for children 
under 5 years of age_ 
JEWELRY.STREET FLOOR 
Store Hours 
,. ·-
Mon.:11rur,., Sat.-9:45 -5:15· 
Fri.-open to 9 . . .... 
-· .... F·· 
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Swill'lming Hoopsters Look . E~~h~::u::s~e coming off a disappointing week which saw it F·or Com.eback lose to LeMoyne, 72-71, on a 
.RPI 
A week ago last Saturday 
tumed ·out to be a rather dismal 
daY ~o the Mermen; losing 
50undlY, to undefeated RPI in a 
confe nee meet contested in 
the l.C.- po·o1. Scott Handler was 
1.C.'s big winner that day with 
victories on both tbe one meter 
required and the one meter 
optional boards (no o~e felt like 
runhi.ng .over to Cornell for 
andther board for 3 meter). Jim 
Stahl scored 8 points with a 
victory · in the 200 I.M. and a 
second in the 200 Breast. Stahl 
Jost the latter rac,e by a mere 
second. · Stahl also led off I.C.'s 
victorious 400 Free Relay. Mike 
Marino was .J.C.'s other standout 
with a third in the 500 Free, and 
a second in the 200 Fly. 
"Marino lowered· his previous 
best time again," remarked 
Coach Ware "it was too b'ad he 
was beaten." 
******** 
A pair of tough road 
assignments faced the Ithacans 
this past weekend. Despite some 
fine individual performances, 
LC. came out on the short end 
of both. At Hamiltpn, Jim Stahl 
extended his unbeaten streak in 
the 200 I.M., winning his race by 
J mere body length. He later 
idded a second in the 200 Back 
igainst some stiff competition. 
Scott Handler won the I meter 
pptional dive, pulling it out with 
1s final dive of the day. Handler 
ook second in the I meter 
equired. Mike Marino lowered 
is record in the 200 Fly. The 
00 yard Free Relay team of 
tahl, Dave Williams, Steve 
eitzinger and Jay McGinley 
urned in the finest performance 
hus far this year for any I.C. 
clay team. 
Other -points for I.C. were 
dded by Jay McGin!ey, Bud 
imbault, Craig Ross and Dave 
illiams. 
The Ithacans faredsomewhat 
etter at RIT last Monday. Jim 
tahl recorded wins in both tlie 
00 I.M. and 200 Breast. Jay 
lcGinley took the l 00 Free, 
nd Scott Handler came within 
ree points of winning the l 
eter optional dive. 
nfortunately RIT, captured 8 
f l l possible __ firstplaces. but 
·-... r::, • 
~I'~-.·: . ..,:.,._._._:: .. ~:.• 
the stubborn Ithacans were able 
to pile up points with seconds 
and thirds, and a closing 400 
Free Relay victory. Mike Marino 
swam his fastest race to date in 
the 200 Fly, but was beaten out 
by less than a body length in the 
end. Bud Rimbault and Craig 
Ross added points in the l 000 
and 500 Free; Dave Williams, a 
second in the 200 Free and a 
third in the 200 Back; Handler 
took second in the l meter 
required dive; McGinley a. third 
in the 50 Free, and Jay Graves, a 
third in the 200 Breast. 
Pattersons 
Mobil 
Service Station 
E. Buffalo.& 
N. Aurora Sts. 
All types of 
_ Repairs 
NYS 
INSPECTION 
STATION 
BECOME A 
CERTIFIED DIVER 
3 Week Course 
AT THE YM~A 
Ithaca College's basketball 
team will have a double objective 
this weekend when it travels to 
the Albany area for games with 
RPI on Friday and Albany State 
Saturday. 
If the lthacans heat RPl:th~y 
W•'re Olcay-
YQ.u're Okay 
First Bapti!-t m 
Dewitt Park 
last second shot, beat St. 
will have clinched at least a tie 
for th~ Independent College 
Athletic Conference 
championship. And a sweep of 
the Capital District assignments 
might give Ithaca a last gasp 
chance at a bid for the NCAA or 
Lawrence, shakily, 57-52, and 
then lose a 61-57 road decision 
at Alfred, a team Ithaca had 
be a ten with ease on two 
previous occasions. 
Overall the Ithacans are 12-6 
Continued on next page 
SUNNY NASSAU 
MARCH .. 16-23 
* roundtrip jct N.Y /Nassau/N.Y. 
* meal and open bar in flight 
* ro1111cllrip Lransfcrs and baggage 
handling hclwccn airport and hotel 
it ,1crnmoclalions at Lhc J\lONTAGU 
* \\'clrnmc RL':\I SWIZZLE PARTY 
* ,di LtXl'\, tip~ and gratuities 
Glen Strah~ 
25 6-5021 during day 
271-0302 after 9:00 
John Rijos 272-9759 
BEACH 
Per seat price is pro-rata share of the total charter cost subject 
to increase or decrease depending on the number of participants 
as per CAB regulations. Open only to studi,nts. faculty, and 
Pro Diving Service 
,.,_ 387-7321 
staff of this college, and their immediate families. 
~":~~19;~"!.f):~'Y:~~hw:• .. ":_••Yh•.-.•.y.•.•.•.-..•.•.• ... ~:1:~-:-·•~•.• .... •.::,1',. . ~~•r•~~:~r.•-:~~ .. -~y, 
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The1 Don't Add Un!! 
$99.50 
$28.95 
$ 6~00 
$12.00 
$99.00 
$135.00 
$ 42.00 
$ 6.00 
$ 12.00 
$135.00 
'l_l,ey ·do ,faring llhaca Sporling Coods Ski· Sole. The.s~ are lwo I ii. 
- greal ski packages now being ollered by llh.ca Sporting t; oods ! 
. ~ . . ~ 
$99.50 Hart "Kings Ro~k" Skiis 
$28.95 402.Bindings 
$ 6~00 Binding Installation 
$ I 2.00 Spalding Ski Po_les 
,. -----------------.... -Al,l,110R ON, Y!! 
S99.80 
S-AVl,$47.00 
$1_ 35.00 Spalding "'Spectral" Skiis 
s· 42.00 Nevatic Bindings 
$ 6~00 Binding Installation 
$ 12.00 Spalding Ski Poles 
-------------All, IOR 0#1, Y!! 
•.. 135.00 
. . .. 
SA "6.~69-00 
PLUS: ·All Skiis 20·% Off . 
·stop. -n Today, 
4b!ir:.i6',~« .s'ptnlliig. f'/00J4 
•• 
1EVERvntlNG ~rs· RJN · -PHONE· AR: 3.;3030, 
. -420- .EDDY·:-STREET·. ·· · ·ITHACA; N. Y; 
. 
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· 73-S l and, last year, 72·5 l. 
Continued from page 11 Hurst plans to start captain 
with five games remaining. If Dave Hollowell and Steve-
they win them all, they would Synakowski .at the forward 
tie the school record for most positions this weekend, John 
wins in a season. McCarthy at center· and Bill 
Ithaca and RPI tied for the Folkins and Jimmy Doherty at 
lCAC title last year with S-1 the guard slot. Hollowell is the 
records. I.C. gained the tie team'sleadingscorerwithal7.9 
thanks to a 7 5-71 win over the average followed by Folkins al 
Engineers in Ithaca. Last 14.4 and McCarthy with a 11.4 
December, the lthacans defeated mark. 
Bill Kalbaugh' club, 69-58, m McCarthy and Hollowell are 
the finals of the RlT 1-2 in rebounding with 
lnvitat1onal, but as coach Hugh respective makes of 9.4 and 7 .3, 
Hurst emphasiled this week, RPI while Jimmy Doherty is the 
is a more mature club now, and assist leader with 75. 
has a 13-6 record and a six game "Just one of these two games 
wmning streak to prove it. would be a rough task, but 
Friday's game will be Just the back-to-back games are really 
third bet•11een Ithaca and RPI, going to test us," Hurst 
but number 14 m the Albany remarked. "We have a lot at 
State series. Of late, the home stake, though, and I'm hoping 
team has been in charge, with this will be incentive enough. 
Albany winning 73-68 ·and Our shooting was way off last 
82-69, and LC. prevailing by week, although every other 
phase of our game was working. 
Our shooting eye will determine 
our success this weekend." 
ITHACA ... Paul Iacovelli, Jack 
Greene, and Dave Kleinfelder, 
who won their respective weight 
classes at' the Independent 
· College Athletic Conference 
wrestling tournament last week, 
and sophomore Dave Parks, 
who exploded for seven goals· in· 
three hockey games, have been 
selected as the Itliaca College 
"Athletes of the Week." 
Iacovelli won the 190 pound 
championship at the ICAC 
Tourney after winn1ng the 177 
title the two previous years. He 
drew a bye in the first round, 
Saturday, and then authored a 
pin and a decision to win the 
championship. 
Greene followed the same 
route while winning the 
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heavyweight crown. He won the 
190 pound division last year. 
Kleinfelder ended two years 
of frustration by besting ·three 
time 118 pound champ Chris 
Barker of St. Lawrence, 8-4,. in 
the finals. Kleinfelder had lost 
three straight close decisions to 
Barker, including an 11-9 loss in 
last year's final. 
Parks played three of the 
finest individual games in the 
history of I.C. hockey, accClrding 
to Head Coach Forbes Keith. He 
scored l'.>ne goal and one assist 
against Oswego, and then added 
hat tricks in both games against 
the University of Buffalo this 
past weekend. 
A sophomore Biology major at 
Ithaca, Parks is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wilder Parks of 39 
Revolutionary Road in Concord, 
Mass., and is a '71 graduate of 
Concord-Carlisle High School, 
where he played his hockey 
under Don Bova. 
Iacovelli, a junior Physical 
Education major, is the son of.. 
~ ' 'r l ., , 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Iacovelli, Sr:, 
719 Hudson St., Ithaca; and_.is a 
1970 graduate of Ithaca ·HJgh 
School; where he wrestled under 
Orlando Turco. · · 
Greene is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. John D. Greene, Sr.; 22 
Kathleen Drive, Syosset, L.l., 
and is a '69 graduate of Syosset 
High School, where he wrestled 
under --Bill Blosfield. He is a 
senior in Physical Education. 
Kleinfelder, a Physical 
Education sophomore, is the son 
of Mr. and Mrs. William 
Kleinfelder, Jr., 537 W. Allen 
Lane, Philadelphia, -Pa., and is a 
'71 graduate of Chestnut Hill 
Academy, where ·he wrestled 
under Conrad Creighton. 
Tuesday thru Saturday 
5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Dinners Served 6:00-8:30 
Reservations Requested- 539-7724 
GENEROUS COCKTAILS 
GREAT FOOD 
RELAXING ATMOSPHERE 
Week-end Sing-along with player _.iatto 
ONCE, A KNIGHT PREPARETH 
TO WASTE A DRAGON, 
WHEN HIS HAND WAS STAYED 
BY AN OFFERING ... 
THA1 PROMISETH GREAT 
RICHES AND THE ACCLAIME 
OF ALL. .. 
ENTRANCED BECAME THE KNIGHT 
AND HE. PURCHASETH THE KIT ' 
FOR THE. TWO SIX-PACKS OF 
SCHAEFER BEERE HE CARRIED .•• 
AND HE WORKETH ON HIS 
ACT FOR MAN'{, HOURS ••• BEFORl:. GOING OFF TO AMUSE. THE. KIMG WITH 
HI$ FIRST JEST .•. 
: .. EIGHT KING5, SIRE., 
ONE. KING TO HOLD 
THE LIGHT61JLB AND 
- SEVEN TO TURN 
lHE LADDER ... ' 
Schaerer Breweries, New Vork, N.v:. Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa. 
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